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We are listed among the leading manufacturer of a commendable assortment of Wire Drawing Machine, Stranding Machines, Paper Covering Machines, Transformer Coil Winding Machines etc.
About Us

**Sagar Industries** a sole proprietorship was establishment in the year **1998** and proved itself to be the leading manufacturer and exporter of Wire Drawing Machine, EOT cranes, basket type stranding machine, Stranding Machines, Paper Covering Machines, Transformer Coil Winding Machines etc. Our entire range is known for varied features such as dimensionally accuracy, best operations, smooth functioning, corrosion resistance, durability, sturdiness and precise engineering. We also customize our range in accordance with the briefings given by the clients. We try our best to deliver the best product range in the market at most reasonable and genuine prices. Customers’ demands are listened carefully and we ensure that they are served in best manner accordingly. We also offer Manpower and repair services of our valuable clients.

Dedicated team always plays a vital role in the success of an organization and our firm owns one such team, which has helped us to carve a niche in industry. Technicians, manufacturers, research personnel, warehouse personnel and many other together has formed a team of most skilled and efficient staff for us. In order to keep our team motivated and going, we conduct various programs and incentives are offered. We also encourage our team to take part in decision making process so that a feeling of belongingness is generated among them and they can give their best. Our advanced and modern infrastructural unit has helped us to...

For more information, please visit

https://www.indiamart.com/sagarengineeringjaipur/profile.html
Transformer Coil Winding Machine

Power Transformer Coil Winding Machine

10 MVA Transformer Coil Winding Machine

LT Coil Winding Machine
PAPER COVERING MACHINES

Round Wire Double Paper Covering Machine

Single Head DPC Machine

High Speed DPC Machine

6 Head Wire DPC Machine
WIRE DRAWING MACHINE

Automatic Aluminum Wire Drawing Machine

Intermediate Wire Drawing Machine

Aluminium Intermediate Wire Drawing Machine

Cone Type Drawing Machine
STRANDING MACHINES

7 Wire Tubular Type Stranding Machine

Basket Type Stranding Machine

Bow Type Stranding Machine

Rigid Stranding Machine
EOT CRANES

Double Girder EOT Crane

Single Girder EOT Crane

Double Girder Overhead Crane

Cabin Operated Foundry Crane
Our Product Range

- Submersible Winding Wire Machine 2 Plate
- Submersible Winding Wire Taping Machine
- Cotton Covering Machine For Wire
- PVC Cable Machinery
AERIAL BUNCHEC CABLES

Aerial Bunched Cables

LT AB Cable

Electric Aerial Bunched Cables

Conductor Wire
DISINFECTING CHAMBERS

Disinfectant Tunnel

Corona Disinfection Tunnel

Covid19 Disinfectant Tunnel

Sanitizing Chamber
OVERHEAD CONDUCTOR

ACSR Rabbit Conductor

ACSR Conductor

Aluminum Conductors Steel Reinforced

ACSR Weasel Conductor
TRANSFORMER MANUFACTURING AND REPAIRING PLANT

Our Product Range

- HT Machine
- Strip Re Insulating Machine for Transformer Repairing
- HT Coil Winding Machine
- LT Coil Winding Machine
PAPER COVERED AND ENAMELED ALUMINIUM WINDING WIRE

- DPC Aluminum Winding Wire
- Super Enameled Aluminum Wire
- Super Enameled Aluminum Transformer Winding Wire
- Bare Aluminium Strip
ALUMINIUM AND COPPER ROD BREAKDOWN MACHINES

Copper Rod Breakdown Machine

Aluminium Rod Breakdown Machine

High Speed Rod Breakdown Machine

9 Die Rod Break Down Machine
CABLE MACHINERY

Steel Tape Armouring Machine

DST Machine

Caterpillar Capstans

Anti Torsion Laying Machine
TRANSFORMER TESTING EQUIPMENT

- Load No Load Test Bench
- Integrated Transformer Test Bench
- Double Frequency Double Voltage Test Set
- High Voltage Transformer Testing Panel
TRANSFORMER PLANT RELATIVE MACHINES & ACCESSORIES

Old HT DPC Wire Paper Removing Machine

Press Board Shearing Machine

Hand Operated Circle Cutting Machine For Transformer

Transformer Tanks
CABLE LAYING MACHINE

Cable Laying Up Machine

Cable Core Laying Machine

Core Laying Up Machine

Core Laying UP Machine For Aerial Bunched Cable
WIRE DRAWING PLANT EQUIPMENTS

Pointing with Threading Machine

Wire Pointing Machine

Dual Wheel Capstan

Butt Welding Machine
HEATING OVEN AND HEATING CHAMBER

Industrial Heating Oven
Transformer Heating Oven
Transformer Heating Chamber
Heating Furnace For Aluminum Wire
STRIP ROLLING AND DRAWING MACHINE

Aluminium Strip Drawing Machine

Copper Strip Rolling and Drawing Machine

Old LT DPC Strip Paper Removing Machine

Transformer Aluminium Strip Drawing Machine
ELECTRICAL GRADE INSULATING KRAFT PAPER

Insulating Kraft Paper

Slitted Kraft Paper For Aluminium Wire Covering 1.5 Mil

Electrical Grade Insulating Crepe Paper

Interleaving Kraft Paper
11 KV AND LT OVERHEAD LINE MATERIAL

Stay Set

Galvanized Stay Wire

Stay Wire

LT ABC Cable Suspension Clamp With Bracket
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CONTACT US

Sagar Industries
Contact Person: Munendra Pal Singh

A-129, Road No. 9 D
Jaipur - 302013, Rajasthan, India

📞 +91-8048762609
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